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This ruffle peplum
top looks so festive
in this shade of green!
I would pair it with either a
black skirt or jeans plus heels.
Add gold jewelry to dress it up a bit!
Green Peplum Top available for $60 via Express

Holiday Photo Outfit
Inspiration for Her
Christmas card season is quickly approaching! It is the perfect time to take
updated photos with your family. Typically, mom is hard at work looking
for outfits for the kids and husband. That means often it comes down to
the last minute for her own outfit! I have found some great options for
outfits for her that would look good with any color scheme for photos.

A stunning wine color paired with
velvet makes this dress elegant and
perfect for photos and the entire
winter season! I think this would look
amazing with a pair of classic pumps
in black, gold or nude. Pair with large
statement earrings for the wow factor!
Antonio Melani Dress available for $169 via Dillard’s

This red top is
stunning with the
ruffle sleeve detail.
I would pair this
with black or white
skinny jeans and
a pair of neutral
booties. Then, add
a pretty pair of gold
or silver earrings for a festive look!

Cream looks beautiful year round, but
especially during the winter months. It’s
a perfect neutral that will complement
any colors you choose to pair it with.
Wear with jeans or size up to wear as
a dress. Add faux leather leggings or
joggers for a little edge! Add simple
hoop earrings for a timeless look.
Free People Tunic available for $148 via Nordstrom
Faux Leather Joggers available for $148 via Spanx

English Factory Top available for
$58 via Lindsay Kate Designs

Black is always flattering! Cardigan
everything is big this year but especially
in dress form. I love this option paired
with a white bootie! Add a skinny
leopard belt for a pop of interest
and to accentuate your waist.
Black Dress available for $44 via Old Navy
Leopard Belt available for $16 via Target
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